This book looks at popular belief through a detailed study of the cheapest printed wares produced in London in the century after the Reformation. It investigates the interweaving of the printed word with the existing oral and visual culture, as well as the general growth of literacy. Part I deals with the broadside ballad as song, disseminated by a widening network of minstrels and pedlars; Part II looks at the broadside picture as an image for the wall, placed against a background of domestic wall painting and domestic cloth. Part III examines the development of cheap print intended primarily for reading, and traces for the first time the beginnings of the chapbook trade in the early seventeenth century.

Protestantism is seen, in common with print, as modifying rather than as replacing traditional culture. Although reformers stopped using the ballad as an evangelical medium in the 1580s, some of their ‘godly songs’ found commercial success and offer us insights into the moderate piety of ‘honest householders’ in the seventeenth century. Although there was increasing suspicion of some types of religious imagery, English walls were still decorated with little woodcut Christs and biblical tales. The extent of national ‘iconophobia’ should not be exaggerated.

Both Protestantism and print have been credited by recent historians with enormous, even ‘revolutionary’ impact upon popular culture. The Protestant hostility towards traditional recreations is said to have ‘inserted a cultural wedge’ in village society, while its logo-centrism took the English people across a watershed ‘from a culture of orality and image to one of print culture’. This study challenges these confrontational models, showing instead how traditional piety could be gradually modified to create a religious culture which was distinctively post-Reformation, if not thoroughly ‘Protestant’.
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